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KEY SUMMARY
Client:  
$60+ Billion-a-Year Pharmaceutical Company

Challenge:
• Agency Fees Rising 15% per year
• Lack of Transparency With Limited Itemized Invoices

Solution:
• Audit of 28 Creative Agency Contracts 
• Implemented Regular Fee Compensation Benchmarking  
   and Contract Compliance Measures

Result:
• $21.2M in cost savings on Client’s Ad Budget
• Process Control Improvements to prevent future cash  
   leakage and mitigate financial risk for the Client

Companies are OVERPAYING when it comes  
to their advertising and product promotion. 

Our client, one of the largest pharmaceutical companies in the world with 
revenues in excess of $60 Billion per year, invests over $3 BILLION annually in 
worldwide advertising and product promotion.

The Challenge

Despite being one of the most well-known pharmaceutical companies in the 
world, its Agency partners were generally engaged in non-transparent billing 
practices. 

There was a lack of visibility concerning 3rd party production credits, discounts, 
rebates, hours, FTEs, fees, and pass through costs. To make matters worse, 
Agency fees were often RISING 15%+ per year. 
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The Solution

Client hired DG2 Worldwide Group (DG2) to assess compliance and risk covering 28 
marketing agencies. 

We examined the Client’s agreements and contractual terms with each Agency to ensure 
compliance. 

We then implemented a structured and methodical audit approach covering a cross-
functional Client team to identify and recover overcharges.

We also tested “Cash Neutrality” and performed a Fee Reconciliation against key contract 
terns, resulting in additional cost savings opportunities and stronger contract terms for 
mitigating future risk and overcharges.

Results

DG2 identified $21.2M in cost savings opportunities resulting from:

(1) billing rates greater than negotiated rates; 

(2) charging fees greater than 1,800 annual standard hours; 

(3) not backfilling open positions; 

(4) hiring lower level job titles versus plan; 

(5) charging fees for job titles that were excluded from negotiated rate card; 

(6) actual hours less than estimated hours, yet charging a higher fee;

(7) not refunding excess charges covering third-party credits, discounts and rebates. 

Want to Find Out How DG2 Can Help YOU Recover Wasted Ad Spend?

To find out how DG2 Worldwide Group can help you recover wasted ad dollars and 
implement real-time transparency with your marketing agencies (in a way that 100% 
PRESERVES the business relationship)...

...then please visit:  

www.dg2ww.com  
or call direct 310-809-0899



MEET THE AUTHOR
Michael Lay is a former global Ad Agency CFO and is the Founder & 
CEO of DG2 Worldwide Group. For the past two decades, he and his 
team have helped some of the biggest brands and businesses on the 
planet recover excess advertising and marketing charges by providing 
contract compliance services, digital transformation and technology 
products that optimize transparency, value and cost savings.

ABOUT DG2
DG2 Worldwide Group specializes in digital & real-time advertising 
& marketing audits to recover excess ad spend. DG2 is the ONLY 
provider using emerging digital technologies to revolutionize the 
advertising & marketing contract compliance field and increase 
transparency and value for marketers. 

CLIENTS SERVED:
📞 AT&T
🚘 Ford Motor Company
🔆 Walmart
⚽ Adidas
📱 Apple
🎬 ViacomCBS
🛁 Johnson & Johnson
⭐ Walt Disney
💦 Unilever
☕ Starbucks

UNPARALLELED EXPERIENCE + REAL ROI:
🏫 300+ Years of Combined Subject Matter Expertise
💰 $600 BILLION in Advertising & Marketing Audits
💰 $1 BILLION in Value/Cost Savings To Our Clients
📈 20:1 ROI
🌎 Serving Clients in 80+ Countries

SERVICES WE PROVIDE:
💻 Real-Time Ad Reporting & Cost Savings
💵 Ad-Spend Auditing
📈 Invoice Processing
⚖     Contract Compliance Audits
📈 Media Performance Benchmarking
🤖 Ad Contract Analyzer
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